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Only on Fridays… DIVINE Parties at bridges 

 
Launch on Friday, 14 June 2013, 16:00-19:00 – repeated every Friday after that 
 

 
Contact: Miss Hani 
Marketing & Communications 
bridges Bali Restaurant 
Jl.Raya Campuhan, Ubud 
Phone: +62 361 970095 
email: marketing@bridgesbali.com 
website: 
http://bridgesbali.com/divine-
fridays/ 
 

 

 

Friday specials: In addition to the popular daily Divine Hour, bridges’ wine bar and cellar 

is hosting a special happy hour on the beautiful outside terrace and bar. For every Friday, 

a special theme will be chosen, for example a certain wine region, a grape varietal or a 

wine producer. The themes will, however, not be limited to wines only, but can also be  
focusing on different spirits and learning what can be done with them. 

 

“bridges has the most extensive wine list in and around Ubud. Sometimes our guests do 

not want to order a whole bottle but would still like to try the jewels on our list. To enable 

this, we came up with the idea of focusing on one theme every Friday in a party 

atmosphere and have prepared great tasting sets at very interesting prices, for example 

five Sauvignon blancs at Rp.200,000++ for the first DIVINE Friday” says Claude Chouinard, 

founder of bridges, himself lover of good wines, “and our terrace is a perfect spot to spend 

some happy, carefree time”. 

 

DIVINE Fridays are a great opportunity to try excellent wines, to learn more about them 

from the specialists on site or just simply to enjoy, relax and have fun with friends and like-

minded people. They are also a perfect spot for celebration parties - be it birthday, 

graduation, bachelor party. The jubilee gets the tasting package of the evening for free! 

 

The DIVINE Fridays are launched on Friday, 14 June, 16:00-19:00, on bridges terrace and 

outdoor bar. Special lounge music and complimentary canapes. 

 

Further information: http://bridgesbali.com/divine-fridays/ 
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